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Apart from giving cause for individual introspection as to
our own rates, the Pretoria Society case should serve as a wake-
up call for the Bar to examine some institutional features and
practices that may be contributing to the high fee levels. The
purpose of this article is to examine some of these.

The role of attorneys
An advocate’s fee is set by arrangement between the attorney
and the advocate, even though it is the client who bears the
cost. The referral system distances the client from the advocate
and to some extent insulates counsel from normal competitive
forces. There are no doubt attorneys who try to secure the best
deal for their clients but I doubt whether this happens to the
extent it should. There are several reasons for this.

First, the very existence of a split profession together with the
behaviour of certain advocates probably causes some attorneys
to view counsel with undue deference. This can lead to a sense
by the attorney that counsel is not to be questioned on the subject
of his3 fees.

Secondly, the divided profession leads to semi-permanent
pairings between particular attorneys and a few favourite counsel.
The resultant relationship may make the attorney reticent about
questioning counsel’s fees. Even worse, friendship may be the
cause for the attorney wanting to benefit the advocate financially.
(In the Pretoria Society case this type of relationship was one of
the factors which allowed the improprieties in that case to flourish.)
While a pleasant personal relationship between an attorney and
his counsel may have some beneficial effects, these are peripheral.
The attorney and the advocate each has a paramount duty to
serve the best interests of the client. In many cases the client’s
best interests would be better served by less bonhomie.

Thirdly, the fees of many attorneys are also very high. An
attorney may be apprehensive about his client’s reaction if
counsel’s fee should be lower than his own. The attorney might
thus refrain from procuring suitable counsel at the best possible
rate or might even encourage counsel to increase his charge.

Finally, there is the simple fact that because the person who
negotiates counsel’s fees with the advocate is not the person
who bears the cost, the usual inducements for obtaining the
best price are diminished. The path of least resistance is for the
attorney to tell his client that if he wants competent counsel he
will have to pay a particular amount.

In combination with other changes, greater commitment and
energy from attorneys in securing competitive fee arrangements
from counsel could play an important part in moderating the

Introduction
The judgment in Pretoria Society of Advocates & Others v Geach
& Others 2011 (6) SA 441 (GNP), where the respondents were
guilty of double-booking, reveals that a number of advocates of
considerable experience allowed themselves to be led astray by
the allure of money. The elements of dishonesty and impropriety
which were held to have characterised their conduct should not,
however, be allowed to mask the possibility that their behaviour
is simply a gross manifestation of a wider malaise. Do members
of the Bar not have an unhealthy expectation of and preoccu-
pation with earning large incomes? Information about advocates’
earnings is not publicly available so I apologise in advance if I
should offend any of our top markers by underestimating their
earning power.1 I would think that a leading silk who charges
R40 000 per day and R4 000 per hour is unlikely (after deducting
expenses of 20%) to earn less than R750 000 per month, and
probably considerably more. The fees of most advocates are
considerably lower and no doubt a number of counsel,
particularly beginners, struggle to make a living. But for those
who survive at the Bar and build up reasonable practices the
high rates charged by the top earners become a benchmark by
reference to which their own rates are determined.

My premise that advocates’ fees are too high is a personal
value judgement. There comes a point where the gulf between
the highest and lowest earners in society is too obscene to justify.
Should a top advocate earn 50 times more than a teacher or
nurse or over a 100 times more than a menial worker? In an
honourable profession such as ours the level of fees can surely
not be set by whatever the market will bear.2 The GCB’s mission
statement includes providing specialised legal representation at
fair fees.

Criticism of the high level of advocates’ fees may attract from
some the riposte that the fees of our top earners are not out of
kilter with those of top executives, accountants and business
consultants. That may be true but misses the point. The appalling
gap between the wealthy and the poor is a global phenomenon.
It is very pronounced in this country. One of the reasons for the
divide is a distorted pattern of remuneration in which top
executives and the consultants they engage earn disproportio-
nately high incomes in relation to the rank and file. As members
of an honourable profession we should be distinguished by our
absence, not our presence, at this feeding trough.
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high fees charged by the Bar. Attorneys should broaden the
pool of advocates they brief and where appropriate try to
negotiate counsel’s fees downwards. This is primarily a matter
of attitude on the part of attorneys. It may be difficult to force a
change, though more emphasis on these matters in training
could help, as could a greater lead from firms’ managing
partners.

At a more practical level, consideration could be given to
requiring attorneys to give their clients a written quotation in
respect of counsel’s fees, containing the rates of (say) three
different counsel, differing from each other by not less than a
specified percentage. Its practical implementation would be aided
by greater transparency regarding counsel’s rates (see below).

The silk system
In an article I wrote several years ago4 I explained why in my
opinion the institution of silk should be abolished. One of the
reasons is its effect on advocates’ fees. Writing in 1968 Michael
Zander, the distinguished British legal scholar and expert on the
legal profession in that country, said, in the course of arguing
for the abolition of the QC system5, that QCs carried a
disproportionate share of fee-drawing power and that there was
an artificial element in QCs’ fees that represented mere status.6

Sir Gavin Lightman, a judge of the High Court (Chancery Division)
in England from 1994 to 2008 and previously a successful
Barrister and QC, expressed similar views in a 1998 lecture.7

His remarks were prompted by his concern at the ‘deep and all
pervasive alienation’ between the public and the legal profession
and the public’s perception of the profession as a ‘self-serving
clique exploiting for its own profit the public’s need for legal
services’. One of the problems he identified was the silk system.
He returned to this theme in a 2003 lecture8, repeating his view
that the grant of silk was ‘tantamount to a licence to print money’
(something he saw daily when required to assess fees) and that
the silks’ inflated fees became the benchmark for juniors’ fees.9

In our country the compensating advantages of the silk system
would have to be very great to outweigh the attendant
disadvantage of significant upward pressure on the cost of
litigation. If the silk system survives, consideration should be
given to introducing a rule that prohibits counsel from increasing
their fees upon receiving SC status or from increasing their fees
thereafter other than by way of a normal annual increase. The
rates charged by new silks could be monitored by the Bar council
for the first five years following their elevation.

The senior/junior relationship
The first aspect of the senior/junior relationship concerns the
way in which the senior charges, particularly for settling documents
drafted by the junior. The use of time as a basis for determining
fees for chamber work is not always appropriate10 but it is the
most rational starting-point. Most advocates now mark their fees
on this basis.11 There is, however, at least one (entirely unjustified)
exception. Where a document has been drafted by a competent
junior, the senior’s task of settling the document is often
comparatively light. It is nevertheless not unusual for the senior
to set his fee with reference to the fee charged (and thus the time
spent) by his junior. The junior will say that he spent (say) ten
hours on the task and that at his usual rate of (say) R2 000 per

hour his fee would be R20 000. The senior will reply that this
sounds reasonable and proceeds to charge R30 000 despite
having spent (say) only one hour in settling the document.

But for the fact that this mode of setting fees has probably
gone on for many years, one would surely say it is quite improper.
The senior’s fee must stand in some reasonable relation to the
contribution he has actually made. In most cases there is no
justification for the senior to charge for more than time actually
spent.12 Even if some premium for assuming responsibility is
justified (a dubious proposition, since this is inherent in his higher
hourly rate), it would be modest.

I suggest a rule that prohibits a senior from determining his
fee with reference to the time spent or fee charged by the junior.
Where two or more counsel are briefed in a matter, each counsel
should be required to charge only for the time he himself has
reasonably devoted to the brief.

Turning to the junior’s fee, it is usual for the senior and
junior to discuss their fees. There is a strange notion that the
senior is responsible for ensuring that his junior is ‘properly
remunerated’. This paternalistic notion has no place. What is
particularly pernicious is that the senior not infrequently advises
the junior that his proposed fee is ‘light’ and suggests with
painless generosity that he should increase it. It may be difficult
for the junior to resist. There is the attraction of earning more
money. The junior may justify the increase by telling himself that
the senior would not suggest anything inappropriate. Even if the
junior feels awkward, he may wish to avoid alienating the senior
and compromising future briefs. The fear of alienation might
have its source in a perception that the senior’s proposal is not
altruistic but designed to avoid the raised eyebrows with which
too great a discrepancy in fees might be met.

There is no proper basis for a junior to increase his rate
when working with a senior, and to increase his estimate of time
would be outright dishonest. Where the client chooses to brief
two counsel because of the importance or complexity of the case
the client already carries the cost of a second advocate. He should
not in addition have to bear a higher rate for the second advocate.

I would propose a rule that renders it improper for a junior
to charge more, when led, than his usual rate when acting alone.
From this would follow that the practice of charging two-thirds of
the senior’s rate, which has been abolished as a rule but
apparently survives at some Bars in practice, should be outlawed.

Daily fees
Counsels’ daily rates are invariably ten times their hourly rates.
In the main, counsel charge this rate whether on any particular
reserved day they work for more or less than ten hours. The
premise of the rule is presumably that on average an advocate
spends about ten hours per reserved day. The premise is in my
view divorced from reality.

A ten-hour day, allowing half an hour for lunch, would run
from (say) 07h30 to 18h00. If the court’s sittings are 10h00 to
16h00, the ten-hour formula assumes four and a half hours in
preparation before and after the day’s sitting plus three-quarters
of an hour during tea and lunch adjournments. I do not believe
that on average counsel is engaged for nearly so long. Most
preparation is done before the commencement of a hearing. An
assumption that, averaged out over a year, each court hearing
in which an advocate is engaged in that year will last the whole
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day and that in addition the advocate will spend two and a half
hours in preparation outside of court hours (giving an average
eight-hour day) is likely to be generous to counsel. In practice
counsel often schedule consultations in other matters after court
hours or use such time for drafting work.

If my assumptions are correct (I believe investigation will
vindicate them), the Bar should shift to a system where day rates
are no more than eight times counsel’s usual hourly rate.

Collapse fees
Collapse fees have become increasingly common. There are
various formulae but the end-result is the same: in specified
events the client ends up paying for a certain number of days
despite the fact that counsel has not worked for the client on
those days. The supposed justification is that by reserving himself
for a set period counsel has to turn other work away and will be
unable to make good the loss if the reservation falls away too
close to the commencement of, or during, the reserved period.
Again the underlying assumption is removed from reality.

Generally it is only the busy successful counsel who have
leverage to negotiate a collapse fee. Most competent counsel in
that position will have chamber work to which they can immediately
turn if a trial settles or postpones. Counsel often welcome the
opportunity which a settlement or postponement affords to catch
up on outstanding chamber work. Within a few days the attorneys
who brief the advocate will learn that he is available and new
work will arrive. The advocate may not be in court throughout
the reserved period but he will still have enough work to fill his
days.

I believe collapse fees have come to be seen as an easy way
to earn a lot of money for nothing. The existence of a collapse
fee arrangement also creates an unhealthy inducement for counsel
to steer cases towards settlement or postponement to avoid the
burden of actually running them. The complete outlawing of
collapse fees warrants careful consideration. At very least they
should be far more strictly regulated than they now are.

Fee discussions and transparency
It is not uncommon for advocates to discuss their rates with each
other, particularly with those whom they regard as being at a
similar level to themselves. To a greater or lesser extent the purpose
of these discussions is to enable the participants to gauge at
what level they should pitch their fees. Counsel need to be aware,
however, that every advocate is, for purposes of the Competition
Act 89 of 1998, in competition with every other advocate.
Discussions of this kind, which explicitly or implicitly have as
their purpose to influence the participants’ rates, amount to price-
fixing in violation of s 4(1)(b) of the Act. Competition authorities
take a strict attitude towards such discussions. It is irrelevant that
there is no actual agreement among the participants regarding
the fees they will charge. The mere discussing of rates among
competitors can amount to indirect price-fixing. An administrative
penalty of up to 10% of the advocate’s annual gross earnings
could be imposed. Price-fixing is likely in the near future to be
criminalised. All discussions among colleagues of the kind in
question are thus unlawful and should be avoided. The Bars’
governance structures should consider drawing this to the
attention of members.

There is, however, an important difference between discussions
of the kind just postulated, and transparency of pricing. The
market for the provision of advocates’ services is populated by a
large number of sole practitioners. In a market with many
competitors, transparency of prices is generally viewed as beneficial
since it provides consumers with relevant information and enables
competitors to reduce their prices to attract more custom.13 Public
information about advocates’ rates would be of great value to
attorneys and clients. All members of the Bar could be required
to notify their Bar councils by the end of November of the hourly
and daily rates they intend to charge the following year. Each
advocate should determine these rates independently. Counsel
would be prohibited from charging more than the rates so notified
(he would be free to charge less). The information would be
available on the GCB’s website and on the websites of the
individual Bars.

Conclusion
What I have said in this article is based on personal observation
and anecdotal information. My remedial suggestions are tentative.
A thorough investigation is needed to guide decisions on the
subject. Consultation with the side-Bar and the Competition
Commission would be desirable.
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